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' explained in the fourth Veda of the Hindoos, called Atharwana Veda,
' and it is on this account very carefully concealed by the Biahnuns
' I have very generally found that the direct worship of demons is
' most prevalent m deserts, solitary places, and mountainous tracts,
' the reason of which is, that in such parts the people are less civilized
' than those of the plains, more ignorant and timid, and therefore more
' prone to superstition They are therefore more easily led to attribute
e all their misadventures and afflictions to the diapleasuie of their
' demon
'Many hordes of savages, who are scattered among the forests on
' the coast of Malabar, and in the woods and mountains of Kadu,
' Kuiuberu, Soligueru, and Iruler, acknowledge no other deity but the
' Bhutas ' [Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs, and Ceremonies, 3rd ed,
Oxford, 1908, pp 644 f ]
The following occurs in the tenth report of the Geiman Evangelical
Mission, in the same part of the country, printed at Bangalore in 1850
' At Uchilla, a village thirty miles to the north of Bangalore, a small
' congregation has been gathered within the last year, and a large piece
' of waste land was kindly granted to the mission some time ago Corajea
' Pujan, one of the great men of that neighbourhood, has given up his
 *	idolatry, destroyed his Bhuta temple, and come over to the side of the
' gospel'   Then follows the case of ' Fakire, a Billavur,' of the village
of Bolma, who, aftei long deliberation, ' at last felt love for the Gospel,
 *	but for another year kept perfect silence, until three weeks ago, when
'his parents desired him to worship the house Bhwta, by submitting
' himself to be possessed according to the custom    Then, at once, he
' declared that he would no longer so degrade himself,—that all this
 *	worship was a lie and a sin'
The Rev Mi Caldwell, in his most interesting account of the Shanars
of Tinnevelly (a country still further south than Mysore, and adjacent
to Cape Comonn) seems to distinguish between' demons' of two classes,
the latter of which (though he still calls them ' devils ') almost exactly
correspond with the Bhoots of Goozerat The former, he says, are forms
of Kalee, and particularly of Bhudra Kalee, and are known by the name
of ' Ammen' or mother, their worship is marked by some distinctive
peculiarities, and probably resembles that of the Mdtds or local goddesses,
the Bouoherajee, the Khodeear, &c of Goozerat, ' a large majority,
' however, of the devils are of purely Shanar or Tamil ongm and totally
' unconnected with Brahmmism in any of its phases of modifications,'
and of these he gives the following description —
'The majority of the devils are supposed to have been originally
' human beings, and the class of persons most frequently supposed to
' have been transformed into devils are those who have met with a sudden
4 or violent death, especially if they had made themselves dreaded m
'their lifetime' (See the case of 8o$nymvl of Ohdndwnee, voLii, p 134)
Devils may in consequence be either male or female, of low or high
' caste, of Hindoo, or foreign lineage Then* character and mode of
' life seem to be little, if at all, modified by differences of this nature

